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Abstract. Urban Design processes need to adopt flexible and adaptive
procedures to respond to the evolving demands of the contemporary city. To
support such dynamic processes, a specific design methodology and a supporting
tool are needed. This design methodology considers the development of a design
system rather than a single design solution. It is based on patterns and shape
grammars. The idea is to link the descriptions of each pattern to specific shape
rules inducing the generation of formal solutions that satisfy the pattern. The
methodology explores, from the urban designer point of view, the capacity of a
shape grammar to codify and generate urban form (Duarte et al, 2007).
This paper defines the ontology of urban entities to build on a GIS platform the
topology describing the various components of the city structure. By choosing
different sets of patterns the designer defines his vision for a specific context. The
patterns are explicated into shape rules that encode the designer’s interpretation
of the pattern, and operate on this ontology of urban entities generating
solutions that satisfy the pattern’s concept. Some examples of the topological
relations are shown.
Keywords: Patterns, shape grammars, ontology, generative urban design.
Introduction
To adapt to the new changing conditions of the
contemporary city, urban design processes need to
adopt flexible and adaptive procedures to be able to
respond to the evolving demands. This paper reports
the first steps of an active research aimed at creating a design methodology for urban design and a
supporting tool based on a GIS platform. This tool is
divided into three parts, a formulation model which
formulates the urban program, a generation model

which generates designs and a model for evaluation
acting at different stages of the design. This paper focuses on the development of the generation model.
GIS systems are very powerful systems for accessing large scale urban data; hence they play an
important role in urban planning as analytical tools.
These tools were conceived as interactive maps and
so they lack capacities for designing. On the other
hand CAD systems are very powerful drawing tools
and fit for design practice. In urban design, the linking of GIS to CAD tools becomes an important goal
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to allow designing directly on the GIS data. The first
part of this research aims at defining the ontology
that establishes the communication of 3D CAD urban entities within a GIS platform and that will support the implementation of a shape grammar for the
generation process. The second part of the research
consists in implementing the generation model. This
paper shows the ontology needed for the implementation of the generation model.
Along the years, GIS systems have been developing their own ontologies for accessing the different types of information like, for instance, City GML
(2007). The complexity of such ontologies is notorious, involving every kind of entity present in any
landscape or urban environment, as well as different
kinds of data that can be attached to a geographical
position or object. To develop our urban ontology,
we need to develop a simpler structure, adequate
for design purposes. This structure is explained in
the last section of the paper.
Figure 1 shows the generic scheme of the urban
design tool, which is an extension of the discursive
grammar schema to fit urban design. (Duarte, 2005)
The design process uses pre-existing data in the
form of GIS files as a starting point. The generation
of designs involves the application of the rules codified in a shape grammar (Stiny and Gips, 1972) according to the requirements of the urban program
codified in a description grammar (Stiny, 1980). From
the data analysis the formulation model uses a programming language to extract the urban program
defined as a set of urban patterns which will trigger the generation model to produce designs that
respect these patterns. The role of the generation
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model is to generate designs respecting the program requirements and the pattern concepts. The
design language is an urban grammar that supports
the generation process using design rules organized
as patterns. Urban grammars are particular to each
designer. The evaluation processes can be applied to
each of the five parts of this tool structure and therefore the evaluation model may act upon each part.
An ontology of urban entities supports the communication along the entire design process.
In the envisioned design system, urban design is
the result of applying an urban grammar. The urban
grammar is a set of urban patterns and shape rules
that can be applied at four different scales or development phases, separately or together (Beirão and
Duarte, 2007). (����������������������������������������
Figure 2��������������������������������
): (1) rules based on a territorial scale, through an analysis on existing morphologies, establishing the relevant features for the definition of the plan’s structural geometries; (2) characterization of urban grids or city tissue, lays down
the remaining features of the street structure; (3)
urban unit characterization, determines the characteristics of the urban units, such as neighbourhood,
city blocks, and plots; and, (4) detailing of the urban
space, which defines material aspects, ambiences
and other details. An urban grammar encodes a design language and is able to generate urban design
solutions within that language. A set of urban patterns defines a vision for a certain scale of the urban
design problem. Each urban pattern may yield different shape rules, meaning that each designer will
define his own grammar for that pattern based on
his preferences. The designer can create an urban
design by applying recursively a specific set of rules

Figure 1
A tool for urban design.
Designs are the result of
applying an urban design
language constrained by an
urban program defined by a
set of patterns, determined
by a programming language
from data on a pre-existing
site. An ontology of urban
entities supports communication throughout the design
process.

that translate and define his design language.
The first section of the paper gives a short notice
on the existing knowledge used to structure the generation model and presents the case studies chosen
to support the research. Secondly, we explain the basic structure of the design tool as being an ontology
of urban entities with an implicit topology. Finally,
we detail the design process and how patterns can
be used to explore more efficiently and interactively
an urban design.

Supporting knowledge
This work is based on the following supporting
knowledge:
• urban and design patterns as a means to communicate urban design concepts;
• the use of shape grammars to codify the rules for
generating designs;
• 4 case studies from which the design language
and patterns will be inferred.

Patterns
In ‘A Pattern Language’ (Alexander et al, 1977) language is defined as a set of patterns. Each pattern is
an individual entity that identifies a recurrent problem in our environment, and points out the solution

to that problem in such way that it can be used many
times without repeating the same formalization. The
authors define a common structure for patterns in order to achieve a standard of clarity: archetypal illustration; introductory paragraph setting the context;
headline identifying the essence of the problem;
long section supporting the evidence for its validity; solution description; solution diagram; and, relations with other patterns. It is pointed out that this
structure allows an easy critical approach towards its
content allowing refinement of the patterns and also
the creation of new patterns, if the same structure
is maintained. It is not the specific patterns defined
in the original book that captures the attention, but
the full potential for creativity present in the pattern
language concept. Alexander proposes the idea that
any combination of patterns is in itself a language.
Again, combining this quality with the fact that patterns can be modified and refined according to specific contexts and environments, a wide field of concepts is opened for design exploration. Furthermore,
it provides the possibility of creating new patterns
for new contexts. Contextualization is therefore embedded in the concept. 1
An update on this concept - design patterns
- has been developed by Gamma et al, (1995) for

Figure 2
Generic structure for an urban grammar
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designing object-oriented computer programs. Alexander’s patterns were criticized for their lack of
precision or structure at a finer level. To allow a suitable structure for computational purposes, they proposed a refined pattern structure divided into 13 sections (Vlissides, 2000): Name / Intent / Also Known As
/ Motivation / Applicability / Structure / Participants
/ Collaborations / Consequences / Implementation /
Sample Code / Known Uses / Related Patterns. This
design pattern structure is proposed to solve specific
design problems and make object-oriented designs
more flexible and reusable. Their theory is pointed
out as suitable for any object-oriented design using
the same principles in any programming language.
This upgrade to the pattern language theory points
a way of linking a mostly semantic side of the pattern concept developed by Alexander, to precise
structure, suitable for computational purposes. Our
structure for design patterns follows up on this, but
applying it specifically to the context of urban design patterns.

Shape Grammars
This work also adopts the shape grammar theory for
codifying design rules (Stiny and Gips, 1972, Stiny,
1980). Although shape grammars have been used
considerably in architecture, only recently relevant
work was produced in the urban design field.
While analyzing the structure of the Marrakech
medina, Duarte et al (2007) developed grammars
to describe the informal structure of the Zaouiat
Lakhdar quarter both in a top-down and bottom-up
fashion. The bottom-up approach seems particularly
adequate to explain the apparently chaotic urban
structure through the development of the derbs into
the interior of the quarter. They define a sequence
of rules for entrances to derbs, derb development
and branching, entrances to houses and plots. The
design sequence deals first with the generation of
derbs (the street and access structure) before handling with entrances and plots. A negotiative grammar trades small areas creating adjustments on plot
configurations and a house grammar (not included
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in the paper) defines the rules for housing development. This work demonstrates the capacity of shape
grammars to describe and generate complex urban
form.
Mayall and Hall (2005) propose a grammar hierarchically structuring urban features into classes,
object-types and objects. The urban structure is
translated into a tree-like structure determining
the relationships between classes, object-types and
types, sometimes even considering subtypes for certain object-types. Still, the whole system seems very
tight in options due to its exclusive focus on the case
study. Nevertheless, the structure of urban features
seems a very powerful approach in spite of its too
tight relationships.

Case studies
To support this research we have been using 4 case
studies which are based on a grid of orthogonal
streets. We assumed that an orthogonal grid has the
ability to generate efficient urban structures, an assumption supported by many historical examples
as well as by writings such as ‘The grid as generator’
(Martin, 1972). We will use such a grid as an urban
model, considering that more complex models may
be generated by applying shape transformation
rules to the initial grid model.
We will use 4 case studies (Figure 3) – 4 urban
plans: (1) and (2) - 2 plans by Chuva Gomes (Cidade
da Praia (CP) in Cabo Verde and Qta da Fonte da
Prata (QFP)); (3) - Ijburg/Haveneiland plan by Frits
van Dongen, Felix Claus and Ton Schaap which is a
detailed plan for a part of a larger plan by Palmbout;
and (4) Ypenburg also by Palmbout (Palmboom and
van den Bout). These plans where chosen for their
increasing complexity and the rich variety of approaches on the urban unit and/or block scale. This
can be recognized in the four plans beginning from
simple orthogonal grids (Chuva Gomes), introducing
a certain degree of complexity on a similar basic grid
structure but exploring large scale block variations
(Ijburg) and distorting the same model to an even
higher level of complexity and finally adding new

features to the model on the neighborhood scale
(Ypenburg). These will allow for the development
of a rich set of design rules to be integrated in the
system adding diversity and widening the fields for
application.
The case studies set the context for defining
the various aspects of the generation model. They
helped defining the ontology, the design methodology, the patterns and the design rules. The authors
of the plans were interviewed to gather additional
information on these topics.

A generation model for urban design – structuring the model – an urban ontology
CityGML is an example of an ontology for representing the relations between urban entities on a GIS
platform. It describes the underlying structure of a
GIS platform and allows performing many kinds of
analysis. To build up a generation tool for urban design purposes we need to refine this ontology into
one better adapted for design rather than analysis.

Such an ontology has to be addressed to the designer and reflect the typical procedures followed
in urban design processes. We considered that a designer has, in the beginning of the design process,
a set of GIS files that describe the context in which
the design is to be developed. We also considered a
four phase design process as described in Figure 2
(Beirão and Duarte, 2007). This four phase structure
is usually followed by many designers and closely
corresponds to the different stages of decision making which urban developments need to undergo for
administrative approval. During the interview, Frits
Palmboom showed four small booklets synthesizing
each of these four phases for the Ypenburg plan.
Designs result from operations performed on an
ontology of entities with attributes (Figure 4). Entities are urban objects with specific topology and
conditioned by attributes. Attributes add specific
meaning, hence also specific behaviour to the urban
objects. The ontology also relates objects and attributes on a larger topological and semantic level.

Figure 3
Chuva Gomes plan’s, (1)
Cidade da Praia (CP) Plan
and (2) Quinta da Fonte da
Prata (QFP) (Beirão, 2005)
and Frits Palmboom’s Plan’s
– (3) Ijburg and (4) Ypenburg.
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The designer designs by choosing patterns to
apply in a specific context. The designer’s pattern
set reflects his design language. In the generation
model, each pattern is a small shape grammar that
reflects the designer’s own interpretation of the urban pattern – they are design patterns. In the formulation model each pattern is a small description
grammar (Stiny, 1980) that describes the requirements that designs should fulfil. In order to maintain the autonomy of the generation model we will
consider all patterns (program and design patterns)
as being defined by the designer. However, the final
design tool is supposed to be partially fed by the formulation model. This will be defined first as a query
to the designer and later, while linking the generation model to the formulation model, as a query to
the formulation model itself.
Attributes define values and relations between
the different entities. There are two ������������
types of attributes – data and classification attributes. Data
attributes assign data values to entities, such as volume, number of floors, construction area, building
age, function, etc. Other attributes add classification to entities, inducing different behaviour during
the generation of designs. Pre-existing and new are
two examples of classification attributes. Attributes
linking with other entities or object classes are also
classification attributes - for instance, a pre-existing
building can also be an important historical building
or landmark. Such attributes further alter the entity’s
behaviour. Therefore, attributes add behaviour to
object types and establish their relationships within
the ontology and between object classes.
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Table 1 shows an excerpt of the Ontology for the
generation model.
In this table we show that the urban environment can be considered as a network of entities (or
city components) grouped into object classes on the
left column and described topologically through
specific object types (and eventually subtypes) on
the right. The complete table has the following object classes: TO – Topography; SM - Site morphology;
NF – Natural features (includes vegetation, natural
and planned, and water features); Z – Zoning; TN
- Transportation network; SQm – Squares (main
squares / referential squares); UP – Urban plots; SN Street network; UU - Urban units; BL - Blocks or block
types; SQs – Squares; BP – Building plots; SD - Street
definitions; BD - Building definitions; UF - Urban
furniture; MA – Materials; FC – Façade constraints
(façade definitions).
Relationships between the object classes are
defined by the partial relations between their object types. These relations are defined through classification attributes. For instance, the profiles for
street types within SN – Street Network – are defined
through a collection of SD – Street Definitions – object types. As such, a given street type may be a collection of different street profiles as follows:
S1 – (①)②③④⑤
[⑥⑧⑨bs]
The features on the left are obligatory components of the street type S1, whereas, the features on
the right, namely ⑥⑧⑨, are optional parts. Shortly,
a street type is a collection of complementary street
profiles where a street profile is a parametric model
of a part component of a street.
Figure 5 shows 2 examples of S1 street types that
result from different combinations of street profiles.
Each street profile has a minimum and a maximum
value based on regulations or other indicators. An
ideal value can be used for optimizing results. Every
street type may have different appearances depending on the values attributed to parameters of each
street profile and on each component’s attributes
linking with other object classes, for instance, MA
– Materials.

Figure 4
From the urban ontology to
the generation of designs.

Table 1
Ontology draft for generation model – a topological structure of city components
Table 1
Ontology draft for generation
model – a topological structure of city components

Groups of entities – Object Classes –
grouping city components

SN - Street network (grid/urban tissue)

Entities (components of urban space) – Object types
Street types:
S1 – Distribution / S2 – Local Distribution / S3 – Local Access
B1 – Bicycle Paths (independent from streets)
P2 – Pedestrian Walkways (when independent from streets)
A – Related to building implantation:

BL - Blocks or block types (building
distribution / basic morphology of the
block / close vicinity)

SD - Street definitions (street profiles /
street junctions)

1- Closed / 2- Linear / 3- Punctal / 4- Massif
B - Related to the local access:
1- In continuity / 2- Cul-de-sac / 3- Internal square access (piazzetta)
4- Ring access
C – Parking lots: street parking related with local access
Sp - Street profiles:
ķ - street parking / ĸ - sidewalks / Ĺ - bicycle paths / ĺ - bus/tram lanes
Ļ - car lanes / ļ - green alley / Ľ - noise protection / ľ - tree alignments
Ŀ - canal big – b / small – s
Sj - Street junctions

Relationships between the object classes are defined by the partial relations
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definitions, attributed to side walks or even with new
ing them active, i.e., adding attributes that will conof a part component of a street. Figure 5 shows 2 examples of S1 street types that
parametric models (e.g. consider a profile definition
dition the behaviour of the object types he selects.
result from different combinations of street profiles. Each street profile has a minimum
for a stone on the sidewalk border).
They will be recognized as the initial shapes of the
and a maximum value based on regulations or other indicators. An ideal value can be
Ultimately,
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the case appearances
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The ontology is a step from abstract geometrical repending at an existing building. Some pre-existing
resentations to meaningful representations.
features were recognized as compulsory constraints
in the sense that their presence conditions the opA generation model for urban design –
tions. Others, however, depending on the importance recognized by the designer, might be ignored
Figure 5
Two different S1 street types
– the left one is asymmetrical
and the right one symmetrical
resulting from the different
combination of street profiles.
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(even demolished, i.e., erased). The designer should
then mark these objects with the intended attributes
so that the rules may use them in the correct desired
way. These decisions might play a structural role in
design decision-making.
Then the designer chooses the patterns (grammars) he foresees for his design purposes. The second design phase is the definition of a grid that will
define (at least partially) the city shape. The specific
procedure of each designer finds different ways of
applying such grids basing their decisions on different criteria. In the case of the CP plan the concept
pattern ruling the generation could be called ‘the
grid as generator’. Decisions on the grid dimensions
come from experience and tacit knowledge, so Palmboom and Chuva say. What this means is that certain
patterns relate the grid dimensions with the characterizations of the types of blocks and neighborhood
producing different links for future phases of the design, i.e., different relations between objects. At this
point, the chosen patterns generate designs in the
second design phase, that is, they design the transportation and street networks and some related features (see the ontology in Table 2).
In the third design phase, designers define the
urban units. Definitions in this phase focus on the
characteristics of the urban units – neighbourhood
definitions, block definitions, courtyard definitions,
neighbourhood public spaces, etc. For example, in
the CP plan (as well as in QFP and Ijburg) the first
basic block structure – an abstract rectangle – is
replaced by specific block types from BL (Blocks)
(Figure 6). The Ijburg plan is particularly rich in
terms of the diversity of interpretations of the block
morphology.

The fourth design phase consists in detailing
and qualifying the urban space. In this phase designers apply patterns for characterizing facades, defining materialities and ambiences for the urban space,
sometimes even conditioning building types with
patterns such as ‘Arcades’. Chuva uses this last pattern in some of his main streets in the CP plan.
The 4-phase approach means that: it is possible
to produce intermediate plans, adequate to administration procedures, public participation and approval; and that only some object classes will be used in
each design phase. It is possible to say, in fact, that
there will be a sub-ontology for each design phase.
Table 2 shows a draft of these sub-ontologies (initials
representing object classes) relating them with the
respective design and possible patterns. The example on the right column shows patterns for the CP
plan. Details on pattern-grammar correspondence
will be the subject of a future paper. The concept
pattern rules over the others maintaining the vision
for that design phase, meaning that, the designer
should rate the patterns adding preferential behaviour to certain patterns. The sub-ontology approach
facilitates the design of patterns in the sense that
they can become more focused on their scale and
particulars, and thus, less abstract. This is extremely
important because patterns, being grammars, are
very concrete in the end, i.e., they are specific shape
rules operating with specific objects.

Conclusions and Future work
This work showed an ontology of urban entities
structured to build up a generative system for urban
design. The ontology defines topological relations

Figure 6
Three block types applied in
the CP plan – closed block,
linear block and a mixed
version – the street access
is in continuity we the grid
structure.
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Table 2
Sub-ontologies along the four design phases.

Table 2
Sub-ontologies along the four
design phases.

Note: UD = Urban Data = Attributes
Urban parameters, areas, indexes, and
rates

Phase diagrams:

Phases

ķ

Pre-existent Data

Design Phases
Patterns
Territorial approach and structural geometries – city vision
Territorial Approach:

Uses
object
classes

Operates directly on preexistences or on direct relations
with pre-existences.

Designer identifies
the relevant features
within the design
context.

m
Structural geometries:
Creates structural streets
TN } SQm

ĸ

Concept
Pattern:
‘Structural
Street’
+ other patterns –
‘Referential square’
‘Promenades’

Geometries and grids
Geometries and Grids:

Uses
object
classes

Concept
Pattern: ‘The
Grid as
Generator’

Defines Grids

m

TN + SN

Ĺ

Urban Units – neighborhood vision

+ other patterns –
‘Shopping street’

Urban Units:
Uses
object
classes
m

ĺ

Uses
object
classes
m

Concept
Pattern:
‘Identifiable
Neighborhood’
+ other patterns –
‘Small public
square’ ‘Public
building atrium’
Qualifying the urban space – neighborhood design

Defines the neighborhood
features, their attributes and
quality. Some attributes
constrain the options on the next
stage. Operations start on UU
and BL.

Material features and
qualification:
Defines concepts for the
appearance of the urban space.
Operates essentially on UF, FC
and GA.

Concept
Pattern:
‘Dominant
Reflective
White’
+ other patterns –
‘Arcades’

Conclusions and Future work

between object classes, object types with specific
range of capabilities for this purpose, namely, readwork showed
an ontology
urban entities
structured
to build up
a generative
topologies and This
attributes
to condition
their of
behaving and
manipulating
GIS
data and, above all, the
system for urban design. The ontology defines topological relations between object
iour and relationships. Patterns encode rules to opalready embedded topology of points, lines and
classes, object types with specific topologies and attributes to condition their
erate within thisbehaviour
structure.and
Designs
are obtained
plots, this
alignments,
relationships.
Patternsby
encodecurves,
rules tosurfaces,
operate within
structure. profiles, corricombining different
design
patterns.
dors, sites
and pipe networks. Building our ontology
Designs
are obtained
by combining different design
patterns.
The next step of the research will be the impleon this tool will tailor the platform to urban design,
mentation of such system on a GIS platform. The
widening its functionalities so as to transform it from
chosen platform was AutoCAD Civil 3D for its wide
an infrastructure designing tool to an urban design
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tool. The generative approach will define a new way
towards flexible and responsive urban design.
Details on the contents of this work shall also be
produced, namely, the development of grammars
for patterns and a possible refinement of the ontology through the sorts theory as an adequate process
for mapping representational structures (Stouffs, R.,
Krishnamurti, R., Cumming, M., 2004).
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Notes
In the following text we will refer to Alexander’s patterns as well as presenting new patterns. To distinguish
both, we will refer Alexander’s patterns between commas and new patterns adding italic form. Also, new
patterns will be presented in such a way that the pattern name is clear enough and obvious to avoid further
explanation, such as ‘The grid as generator’ and ‘City of
many grids’. Urban Patterns are those which concern the
urban space and may be described through Alexander’s
pattern formalism.
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